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Abstract

In the renewable energy scenario, energy storage is of essence. In this context, power-to-liquid (PtL) and power-to-gas (PtG) concepts have attracted large attention, where the use of solid oxide electrolysis cells (SOECs) has a huge potential, due to their high conversion efficiencies. However, performance and durability of these cells still need to be improved for a large-scale commercialization of the SOEC technology. It is often difficult to identify the various loss and degradation mechanisms limiting the cell performance and durability. This paper contributes to this scientific discussion, by providing a careful analysis of the degradation mechanisms occurring in three different cells during long-term H2O and CO2 co-electrolysis, at 1,200 mV. Electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) is measured before, during and after the electrolysis operation, and is utilized to address the individual electrode degradation mechanisms and the development of leaks through the electrolyte. Moreover, the leak rates under open circuit voltage (OCV) measurements were compared. In addition, microstructural analysis of the electrodes and electrolytes is related to the electrochemical findings to contribute to the discussion on the interdependency of the degradation mechanisms.
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1 Introduction

Renewable energy sources are gaining importance for energy production worldwide. For instance, in the case of Denmark, almost 50% of electricity production is currently provided by wind turbines and the transition towards 100% is expected to occur by 2050 [1]. Due to the intermittency of renewable energy sources, such as solar and wind, storage of electricity is of essence. Furthermore, there is an increasing need for production of renewable fuels for the transport sector. In this context, SOECs can play a major role for PtG and PtL applications, by the means of co-electrolysis of H2O and CO2 to synthesis gas (H2 + CO), and further on to hydrocarbons [2–7]. One of the promising scenarios is to use SOECs for methane production, which can be stored and distributed in the existing natural gas infrastructure [8].

However, the performance and durability of SOECs need to be improved further, to realize a successful commercialization [7, 9–12]. Satisfying durability is, in particular, a challenge if the cells are operated at high current density [13]. SOECs, in this work, refer to the fuel electrode supported cell configuration. Degradation of the cermet of nickel and yttria stabilized zirconia (Ni:YSZ) active layer, is typically related to microstructural changes such as coarsening of Ni particles, migration of Ni parts.
ticles away from fuel electrode adjacent to the electrolyte, decrease in the Ni:YSZ contact area, and loss of percolation of Ni particles [14]. The irreversible microstructural degradation during the long-term tests might relate to the impurities in the gas stream [15, 16]. Another contributor to the area specific resistance (ASR) of the cell is the oxygen electrode, through the oxygen electrode activity [17, 18]. A vast number of routes to address these challenges are currently being investigated [19]. This includes improvement of the oxygen electrode through backbone infiltration [20, 21], and optimization of the particle size, porosity and percolation in the Ni:YSZ electrodes [10].

In this work, a state-of-the-art (SoA) cell (Cell-A) was tested as a reference. The work performed in this study was to enhance the performance of this SoA cell. This was done by modifications of the electrodes and resulted in Cell B and C. Two modified cells comprising of (i) a cell with a gadolinium doped ceria (CGO) oxygen electrode backbone structure with lanthanum strontium cobaltite (LSC) infiltrated into the backbone (Cell-B) and, (ii) a cell with modified fuel electrode structure and an LSC-CGO composite oxygen electrode (Cell-C), were tested for initial performance and long-term durability in co-electrolysis mode, and compared to Cell-A. This work analyzes the electrochemical performance of the cells and compares the impact of the electrode modifications.

2 Experimental

Three different types of SOECs were tested in this study, as shown in Figure 1.

Cell-A, a state-of-the-art cell, is used as a reference cell. It has a 40–60 μm lanthanum strontium cobalt ferrite-gadolinium doped ceria (LSCF-CGO) oxygen electrode, a CGO barrier layer, a 6–10 μm thick YSZ electrolyte, and a 220–260 μm thick Ni:YSZ fuel electrode, which also serves as support layer. Cell-B has a 30 μm thick CGO backbone layer, in which LSC was infiltrated, a 6–7 μm thick CGO barrier layer, a 10 μm thick YSZ electrolyte, a 12–16 μm thick Ni:8YSZ fuel electrode and a 300 μm thick Ni:3YSZ support layer. For infiltration of LSC into the CGO backbone, 1M solution of LSC was used, and the cell was heat treated at 350°C after infiltration. This procedure was repeated 9 times to establish sufficient LSC solid loading in the CGO backbone. Cell-C has a 30 μm thick composite LSC-CGO oxygen electrode, similar barrier layer, electrolyte and support as Cell-B, and a fuel electrode optimized by densifying the fuel electrode to obtain 22% porosity after NiO reduction. The cell fabrication method is published elsewhere [10]. The active area of the cells was 16 cm².

The cells were tested in a previously described test setup [22, 23]. They were mounted on an alumina cell test house with gold and nickel as current collector contact components on the oxygen and fuel side, respectively. A gold sealing was used on the fuel side. 4 kg of weight was applied on top of the cell house during start up to ensure gas tight sealants and electrical contact between the cell and the contact components. Cell-A was heated to 800°C at a ramp rate of 60 °C h⁻¹ and held for 2 h prior to reduction. During heating, N₂ and air were supplied to the fuel electrode and oxygen electrode compartment, respectively. The cell was reduced with N₂ and H₂ beginning from 90% N₂ for 1 h, eventually shifting the flow to pure H₂ for 1 h on the fuel electrode. Cell-B and Cell-C were heated to 850°C at a ramp rate of 60 °C h⁻¹ and held for 2 h prior to reduction. During reduction, a mixture of 9% H₂ in N₂ was supplied to the fuel electrode. Cell-A is a commercial SoA cell while B and C are produced in-house. Cell-A is reduced at 800°C as per manufacturer’s protocol and the other two cells made in-house need to be reduced at 850°C. In order to achieve best performance and durability, the cells need to be reduced at the optimized temperature for the specific cell types. On the oxygen electrode, a constant air flow of 140 normal liter per hour was maintained. Initial electrochemical characterization (fingerprint) of the cell was performed afterwards.

The fingerprint is a standardized electrochemical characterization of the cells at 800°C, 750°C, 700°C and 650°C. At each temperature, I–V characterization and EIS measurements were performed with air or O₂ supplied to the oxygen electrode, and with 4%, 20%, 50%, 80%, or 90% steam in H₂ to the fuel electrode. Furthermore, characterization in co-electrolysis gas mixture was carried out with 45% H₂O + 45% CO₂ + 10% H₂ or 65% H₂O + 25% CO₂ + 10% H₂ supplied to the fuel electrode.

EIS measurements during fingerprint were carried out at OCV condition, using a Solartron 1255 frequency analyzer and an external shunt resistor in series with the cell. The spectra were recorded from 96,850 to 0.08 Hz, with 12 points per decade, and were corrected using the short circuit impedance response of the test setup. A short circuit impedance response for compensation of EIS was measured without the cell test house. From the impedance spectra, the ohmic resistance of the cell (serial resistance, Rs) was taken as the value of the real part of the impedance at 96,850 Hz. Conventionally, the Rs is obtained from the intercept of the Z’-axis. However, as previously reported by Sun et al. [7], the calculation of Rs performed in this work provides a more precise value. The difference between the...
intercept and this value is indeed very small. The polarization resistance (Rp) was then calculated as the difference of the real part of the impedance at 96,850 Hz and 0.08 Hz. EIS measurements during durability tests were carried out at 1.2 V.

$I–V$ curves were recorded both in fuel cell (FC) and electrolysis (EC) mode with the above-mentioned gas compositions. For FC mode, the minimum voltage limit was set to 650 mV while for EC mode the curve maximum voltage was set to 1,300 mV. The $I–V$ curves were recorded in 3 parts with step sizes of firstly 0.25 A, followed by 0.5 A in the linear region, and finally 0.25 A. The step size of 0.25 A was maintained, until either the current or voltage threshold was reached.

The electrochemical durability testing of the cells was carried out at 750°C in co-electrolysis mode with 65% H₂O + 25% CO₂ + 10% H₂ in the fuel feed corresponding to a theoretical thermodynamic equilibrium composition of 23% CO₂ + 2% CO + 8% H₂ in the fuel electrode. The voltage was kept constant at 1.2 V, with varying current densities throughout the durability testing, as a consequence of degradation [24]. Cell A and Cell-C were tested for 1,000 h, while Cell B for 500 h. Analysis of the impedance data was performed using the software Raven-dav [25]. The overall test sequence is presented in Figure 2.

Post-test analysis of the cells was performed using scanning electron microscopy (SEM). Polished cross-sections along the hydrogen/steam flow path from inlet to outlet were prepared for all cells. The cell microstructure was examined using a Supra-35 SEM equipped with a field emission gun (FE-SEM, Carl Zeiss) and an energy dispersive X-ray spectrometer (EDS, Thermo Electron Corporation). For SEM imaging, low voltage (LV) SEM through an In-lens detector at an accelerating voltage of 1 keV was employed [26]. The samples were embedded in epoxy and carbon coated to avoid charging of the sample surface and to ensure a grounded connection. Fractured samples were prepared from hydrogen inlet to outlet and were carbon coated for analysis. In-lens and SE detectors were used at 5 keV to investigate the surface morphology of these samples. EDS analysis was carried out at 10 keV for elemental analysis.

3 Results and Discussion

3.1 Overview of Electrochemical Performance

The three cells were characterized, and their initial performance is compared in Figure 3 under co-electrolysis conditions. The $I–V$ curves during initial characterization under co-electrolysis conditions with 65% H₂O + 25% CO₂ + 10% H₂ to fuel electrode and O₂ to oxygen electrode, at 750°C; Cell A: SoA, Cell B: Cell with modified oxygen electrode, Cell C: Cell with modified fuel electrode.

\[
\text{Op} = U - \text{OCV} - I \cdot R_s
\]

where Op is the cell overpotential, U is the cell voltage, OCV is the open circuit voltage, I is the current density and Rs is the serial resistance.

In this calculation, the contribution from the serial resistance is excluded to analyze the overpotential of only the electrodes. At an operating voltage of 1,200 mV, current densities of 0.6 A cm⁻² for Cell-A, 0.33 A cm⁻² for Cell-B and 0.8 A cm⁻² for Cell-C were obtained from the $I–V$ curves. Following this, Rs and OCV (including leaks) were obtained, and the overpotential of the electrodes thus obtained are displayed in Table 1. The cells experienced similar electrode overpotentials. Furthermore, the long-term operation was carried out under potential static conditions, and the overpotentials are similar at the beginning and end of this testing period.

In Figure 4a, the evolution of current density during the long-term tests is shown. Note, that a degradation under
ASR was calculated using the following equation:

$$\text{ASR} = \frac{\text{OCV} - U}{I}$$  \hspace{1cm} (2)

potential SOEC conditions is reflected in a decrease of current density over time. For the long-term tests, the current densities of the three cells at the start of the test varied significantly for the three cells, as expected from the initial $I-V$ curves depicted in Figure 3. Following Table 1, however, the overpotentials at 1,200 mV are comparable and the change of the current density relative to the start of the test for each cell are traced. For Cell-A, there was a higher degradation in the initial 200 h. The same trend is observed for Cell-B. This behavior has been observed on different types of SoA cells [10]. However, for Cell-C, the trend of degradation rate was linear throughout the durability test and the rate of degradation over the 1,000 h of testing remained almost constant.

To further understand the degradation and compare the three long-term tests, area specific resistances (ASR) were calculated using the following equation:

$$\text{ASR} = \frac{\text{OCV} - U}{I}$$

where OCV is the open circuit voltage measured experimentally, $U$ is the measured cell voltage, and $I$ is the measured current density.

The ASR evolution for the cells is shown in Figure 4b. The general trends are comparable to those observed with the current density. Regardless of the difference in the initial ASR values, Cell-A and Cell-B show similar degradation behavior. In the first 200 h, a high rate of degradation of ASR is observed followed by a more gradual/stable lowering of the rate of degradation. For Cell-C, a different trend is observed which is more linear in nature and the overall rate of degradation is smaller than the other two cells. The high initial degradation of SoA cell was significantly reduced in this manner and the overall degradation rate as well. The high initial degradation of Cell-A was reduced due to difference in the cell structure with regard to modification done for Cell-C and the overall degradation rate as well. It should be taken into account that the initial ASR for Cell-C was the lowest amongst the cells, therefore Cell-C was exposed to a significantly higher current density at the beginning of the test, which might affect the degradation mechanisms as well. The ASR is calculated using the measured OCV values, which is different among the cells. However, the aim of this work is to determine the change in ASR to understand the underlying mechanisms clearly. As a change of ASR can be used as an indicator which can be analyzed relatively before and after durability test, the mechanisms can be deconvoluted.

Following the ASR and EIS evolution during testing, the behavior of serial (Rs) and polarization (Rp) resistances was investigated in more detail, because the cells displayed different degradation behavior. Previous studies have used normalized Rp vs. Rs plots to identify degradation mechanisms, e.g., Gazzari and Kesler [27]. In such a way, phenomena like delamination of layers or structural degradation can be distinguished. Figure 5 shows the Rp vs. Rs plots for the cells in this study. A vertical line from point (1,1) is a result of the dominance of Rp changes as compared to Rs, which might be caused by structural changes in the electrodes, such as nickel coarsening, chromium poisoning and/or changes due to steam content on the oxygen electrode [28]. A horizontal line from point (1,1) shows the dominance of increase of Rs over Rp, for instance due to oxide layer growth. If the values follow the 45° slope, a loss of active area is indicated [28]. For Cell-A, the values seem to increase vertically from point (1,1) indicating only Rp increase, while for Cell-B both increase: Rp and to a certain extent also Rs in combination with Rs as seen from Figure 5. This is an indication of at least two different degradation mechanisms. For Cell-C, the plot follows the 45° slope, i.e., a parallel increase of Rs and Rp happens, indicating one
dominant degradation mechanism, but a different one from Cell A. This gives an indication of different degradation mechanisms occurring in the cells. These findings will be further investigated using EIS results.

### 3.2 Electrochemical Impedance Analysis

To investigate the evolution of the cell performance during long-term testing, the impedance spectra are plotted with increasing time in Figure 6 for all three cells. In Figure 6a, the evolution of impedance from 0 h to 1,000 h is plotted every 200 h for Cell-A. It is evident that there is no change in the serial resistance (Rs) while the polarization resistance (Rp) keeps increasing. However, it should be noted that the current density is not constant throughout the test, and a direct comparison of degradation mechanisms is not possible due to the change of the contribution of the gas conversion resistance as consequence of the changing current density. For the case of Cell-B in Figure 6b, similar influence on Rs and Rp are observed. In addition, a small increase of Rs occurred as seen from Table 1 and Figure 5. For Cell-C, the evolution of EIS over time shows a completely different trend than the other two cells as shown in Figure 6c. An increase in Rs is observed which might be due to electrode degradation/cracks in the electrolyte. Furthermore, Rp is increasing to a certain extent. The increase in Rs can also be confirmed from the values given in Table 1. In total, the increase of impedance is smaller as compared to Cell-A and Cell-B, which is in line with the observation of the other parameters discussed above.

To further identify the source and extent of degradation, specific degradation mechanisms need to be investigated. This was done by using distribution of relaxation times (DRT) from EIS spectra [29]. From DRT analysis, contribution of individual electrodes is deduced. This is done by gas shift analysis, where EIS are recorded in differently composed gas mixtures to oxygen and fuel electrodes at OCV. By varying the steam content, while keeping the gas to the oxygen electrode constant, the response of the fuel electrode is distinguished in the EIS spectrum, at a specific frequency range. Similarly, while keeping the fuel flow/composition unchanged, and by changing only the oxygen partial pressure (shifting from oxygen to air), the response of the oxygen electrode is noted. The characteristic frequencies identified by DRT for the individual electrode processes are given in Table 2.

For Cell-A there is an overlap of electrode response for both fuel and oxygen electrode and hence the change of DRT for the individual electrodes was difficult to obtain. For Cell-B and Cell-C, the deconvolution of arcs with respect to the contribution from individual electrodes was possible. However, to strengthen the identification, the DRT was also analyzed prior to the durability testing when the current was ramped up and down, respectively, to better resolve the electrode contributions. Furthermore, during and after the test, DRT analysis also rendered useful information. DRT plots are displayed for each cell from beginning until the end of the whole test in Figures 7–9, based on the characterization sequence illustrated in Figure 2.

In Figure 7, the responses of individual electrodes for Cell-A are mapped over the whole test. DRT analysis during the initial fingerprint is not sufficiently resolved to distinguish the contributions of fuel and oxygen electrodes, as seen in Figures 7a and 7b. There is an overlap in the frequency of these pro-
Table 2 Identification of electrode processes through DRT gas shift analysis.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Process</th>
<th>Relaxation frequency</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Gas conversion</td>
<td>1–3 Hz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diffusion</td>
<td>30–50 Hz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oxygen electrode process</td>
<td>100–1,000 Hz, 1–8 kHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fuel electrode, triple phase boundary (TPB) processes</td>
<td>100–1,000 Hz, 1–8 kHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fuel electrode, oxygen ion transport</td>
<td>18–20 kHz</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

cesses, from 100 Hz–8 kHz, as reported earlier [30]. There is an additional response from a fuel electrode process, at approximately 10–20 kHz. However, it is interesting to see the trend of degradation with ramping up of current. These two processes seem to move towards decreasing frequency, as seen from Figure 7c. Moreover, during long-term testing, the two processes seem to merge, and are seen in the form of a single arc in DRT spectrum shown in Figure 7d. This indicates that both the electrodes degrade over time. Furthermore, during the ramping down of current after the durability test as shown in Figure 7e, the processes can be seen separated at OCV, but the summit frequencies have decreased. It was of interest to deconvolute the mechanisms after the long-term testing. DRT plots for fuel and oxygen electrode shifts are plotted with respect to the final fingerprint in Figures 7f and 7g. The two processes appear to overlap around 500 Hz. However, the contribution from the oxygen electrode has increased significantly as compared to the initial fingerprint, while the fuel electrode contribution increased slightly from the initial fingerprint. The magnitude of degradation of oxygen electrode is quite high as compared to the fuel electrode, which becomes obvious through the gas shift plots performed before and after the long-term test. This also indicates the presence of leaks. Regardless of the overlap of the frequencies, major contribution to the cell degradation is therefore attributed to the oxygen electrode ASR.

Similarly, the DRT plots for Cell-B are represented in Figure 8. Through initial fingerprint from Figures 8a and 8b, the deconvolution of individual electrode processes was possible with fuel electrode processes occurring at frequencies of 3–5 kHz and 10–20 kHz, while the oxygen electrode process was approximately around 500–1,500 Hz. During ramping-up of current in Figure 8c, the processes seem to move towards low frequency. Moreover, a clear distinction of the oxygen electrode process is seen under current. During the long-term test, the oxygen electrode degrades continuously, while the fuel electrode degradation is clearly visible until 400 h, in Figure 8d. The magnitude of degradation of oxygen electrode is significantly higher than the fuel electrode. This may be due to...
to the non-optimized infiltration process of the CGO backbone with LSC solution, which has been further identified through SEM analysis. During ramping down of current as well as the final fingerprint, the deconvolution of arcs at OCV becomes difficult, as seen from Figures 8e, 8f, and 8g. This might be due to the severe degradation of the cell. Moreover, leaks were also present during the testing.

For the case of Cell-C, DRT plots are represented in Figure 9. Using initial fingerprint in Figures 9a and 9b, the response of oxygen electrode process is found around 100–200 kHz, while the fuel electrode processes occur around 1–3 kHz and 8–10 kHz. During ramp up of current, a shift towards lower frequencies is seen for the fuel electrode processes in Figure 9c. However, the conversion arc present at approximately 1 Hz dominates the DRT spectrum and the electrode processes are not clearly visible, i.e., the arc at 1 Hz is significantly larger in magnitude around 0.4 \( \Omega \text{ cm}^2 \) while the processes have a magnitude of approximately 0.05 \( \Omega \text{ cm}^2 \). During long-term testing, an increase in fuel electrode response is visible in Figure 9d. Furthermore, during ramping down of current as shown in Figure 9e, a similar trend is observed as in ramping up of current as seen from Figure 9c, however, the magnitude of fuel electrode response has increased. Moreover, from the final fingerprint, deconvolution of fuel and oxygen electrode processes is difficult indicating the cell degradation and increase in leaks.

From the DRT analysis over the whole testing period, Cell-A and Cell-B seem to degrade mainly due to the oxygen electrode. For explaining the degradation mechanisms, it is valuable to distinguish between the total overpotentials and the overpotentials experienced by the single electrodes. Even though the total overpotentials of the different cells might be similar, the distribution between the electrodes can differ and thus cause different degradation mechanisms. From Figures 7g and 8g, the DRT shows the magnitude of oxygen electrode response which is twice for the case of Cell-B when compared to Cell-A. The overpotential experienced by oxygen electrode in Cell-B is higher than that of Cell-A, hence, lowering the performance of Cell-B. For the case of Cell-C, the oxygen electrode is reasonably good and the overpotential experienced by the fuel electrode is higher than in the other two cells. This leads to a different degradation trend as revealed through electrochemical analysis.

To further emphasize on the leaks during testing, OCV values were used. The difference in OCV between the theoretical and measured value was related to the excess \( \text{O}_2 \) gas leak into the fuel stream. The calculated difference in leaks indicate the extent of growth of leaks leading to cracks/delamination, if any. Note: All flows are in NL h\(^{-1}\). To calculate the leak current, following equations are used:

\[
\text{Number of moles} = \frac{\text{excess } \text{O}_2 \text{ (L h}^{-1})}{22.4}
\]

Fig. 8 DRT analysis of Cell-B (a) change in fuel electrode composition (initial fingerprint), (b) change in oxygen electrode gas composition (initial fingerprint), (c) current ramp-up, (d) during long-term test, (e) current ramp-down, (f) change in fuel electrode composition (final fingerprint), (g) change in oxygen electrode gas composition (final fingerprint).
Leak current = \frac{\text{Number of moles (mol h}^{-1}) \cdot F (\text{A s mol}^{-1}) \cdot 4}{3,600 \cdot 16 \text{ cm}^2}

(4)

where F is the Faraday constant, and 4 refers to the number of electrons per mole of excess O2 gas.

It can be seen from Table 3 that the leaks change significantly for Cell-B and Cell-C during testing. Cell-C is of special interest because this cell was operated at significantly higher current densities than the other two cells. The difference of measured to theoretic OCV changed by 10 mV during the test. As a result, the overpotential experienced by the fuel electrode will be even higher than if no leaks were present. If the cell had no leaks, the OCV measured would be higher leading to difference between operating potential and OCV being lower. The impact of leak on Cell-C degradation and increase in Rs will be further addressed through microstructural analysis, in the later part of this work. In addition, further information is given in Appendix A.

3.3 Microstructural Analysis

Once the electrochemical test was completed, SEM analysis was performed to investigate structural changes and correlate them to the electrochemical results. The cells were investigated at 5 keV and 1 keV for morphology (oxygen electrode) using a SE-2 detector and at 1 keV for percolation studies [26] (fuel electrode) using the Inlens detector. In Figure 10, Cell-A, Cell-B and Cell-C are first compared to highlight the difference in the oxygen electrode structure. The oxygen electrode is on top, followed by the CGO barrier layer and the electrolyte. Cell-A consists of a composite LSCF-CGO oxygen electrode while Cell-B is prepared by infiltrating LSC solution into a CGO backbone and Cell-C consists of a composite LSC-CGO structure. Cell-A exhibits uniform particle size distribution throughout the electrode as seen from Figure 10a. For Cell-B, the areas adjacent to the CGO backbone show islands of LSC infiltrate instead of a continuous network of LSC nanoparticles as shown in Figure 11b. This indicates non-optimized infiltration. The non-optimized infiltration refers to the fact that a continuous network from the barrier layer to the oxygen electrode is considered to deliver high activity and thus a low area specific resistance. Instead, islands of infiltrates were observed. Such islands were also seen in a reference cell (sister
leading to the conclusion that the infiltrates were not forming a continuous network. This is displayed in Figure 11c. This results in higher ASR for the whole cell and lower performance. Cell-C consists of composite LSCF-CGO oxygen electrode.

An interesting aspect while comparing Cell-B and Cell-C relates to the CGO backbone for Cell-B, which seems to be very porous while the composite structure in Cell-C is denser. For Cell-B, even though there might be LSC particles surrounding the CGO backbone, the overall network of active sites is reduced as compared to Cell-C. This is further seen in Figure 11. Here, the images are taken at high magnification to assert the importance of combination of backbone and infiltration on the cell performance. LSC particles are clearly visible locally, for example indicated by the red circle in Figure 11b. However, the structure seems too coarse for the oxide ion conduction. This implies that there are infiltrates present around CGO backbone locally, however, the backbone itself is too coarse and the conduction path for the ions is reduced in this manner. The results indicate the inferior percolating capacity of the infiltrates for Cell-B. The infiltration technique can be further optimized to improve the performance of the cell. As a conclusion, the oxygen electrode structure overall is significantly inferior to Cell-A and Cell-C.

The other modification concept, fuel electrode improvement is investigated next. In Figure 12, the cells are compared such that the electrolyte is on top followed by the fuel electrode active layer and support. Moreover, bright particles in the fuel electrode represent percolating Ni [26]. Clearly, there is a significant difference in the porosity and particle size distribution for all three cells. For Cell-A, there is a uniform densely packed fuel electrode while for Cell-B and Cell-C, only the active layer is densely packed, but being more porous than Cell-A. For Cell-A and Cell-B, given that the cells operated at lower current density, the Ni network seems to be still percolating to a good extent. In Figure 12a, the fuel electrode of Cell-A shows a good percolation (bright spots towards the dark electrolyte) with a rather densely connected Ni network. During testing of Cell-A, cracks were observed only in post-mortem analysis. This has been investigated previously [30], wherein it was concluded that the cracks were not formed during the long-term testing, but afterwards. No change in OCV or Rs was observed during testing in this study, indicating that the cracks indeed were formed during final characterization. In Figure 12b, the same region also shows good percolation of Ni particles. In Figure 12c, percolated Ni particles of Cell-C are less in number when compared to Cell-B in the
active layer. The loss of percolation as a result of higher overpotential experienced by the cell is indicated.

To further assess the different effects of the fuel electrode overpotential for Cell-B and Cell-C, owing to their similar half-cell structure, the tested cells after long-term testing are compared to sister cells on which only fingerprint was performed. These are displayed in Figure 13. Loss in the Ni network is observed close to the electrolyte layer for Cell-B, as seen from the yellow circle in Figure 13a. For Cell-C, after long term testing at higher current densities than the other two cells, the loss of Ni percolation reaches a large extent. It is visible that Cell-C has lost significant amount of percolating Nickel after long-term test from Figure 13b, which is not the case for Cell-B.

It is interesting to recall that the Rs of Cell-C gradually increases over time. Moreover, this cell had the highest leak current amongst the three cells tested for durability. The change in Rs can be attributed to the loss of active area. To address this aspect, the microstructure of the cell with special emphasis on the electrolyte layer was investigated.

The delamination of the electrolyte layer is clearly visible in Figure 14. Grain boundary deterioration is observed in the electrolyte which indicates the weakening of interfaces due to high overpotential experienced by the cell, which is seen in post mortem analysis.

It is difficult to conclude the extent of influence of Ni migration or crack formation on the increase in Rs. Loss of percolation indicated the Nickel migration from the active layer to the support. Hence, it was also of interest to investigate the theory of Nickel migration [31]. For this purpose, line scans were done through Cell-C to check for the possibility of loss in Ni surface area due to migration. Figure 15 displays the difference in Ni content at the inlet, middle and the outlet of the reference cell (tested only for fingerprint) and the long-term tested cell. To obtain these plots, EDS line scan was performed close to the electrolyte in the active fuel electrode, as well as in the support layer near the active fuel electrode. The schematic representation is displayed in Figure 15a. The distance for the line scan is denoted in μm, with the distance being taken such that the interface between electrolyte and active fuel electrode is the reference. Inner active line scan was taken 1–2 μm from this interface, along with outer active line scan being taken at 7–8 μm from this interface and the support line scan being taken at 12–15 μm from this interface. Thereafter, the counts are summed up and averaged. For further information, please refer to Appendix-B. This methodology gives an indication of...
the magnitude of the Ni migration from the active region to the fuel support [31]. From Figure 15b, the inlet displays a lack of Nickel in the inner active electrode layer (i.e., at the electrode/electrolyte interface) while the outer layer as well as the electrode support display similar ratio of Ni/(Ni+YSZ), taking into account the error bar for the data analysis. However, for the case of middle and outlet of the cell the counts are almost similar in both reference and the long-term tested cell, within the margin of error. This explains qualitatively that Ni migration occurs predominantly at the inlet of the cell, where also the highest humidity is observed. Humidity has been reported earlier to favor the migration of Ni [31]. This asserts the fact that for Cell-C, degradation is due to Ni migration and resulting loss of percolation. Moreover, change in Rs is a result of Ni migration as reported by Mogens et al. [31]. Due to testing conditions, the deterioration of electrolyte and interfaces take place, leading to crack formation and increase in leaks. Further, crack formation due to leaks also causes an increase in Rs, which has been reported earlier [17].

Fig. 15 (a) Schematic for EDS scan positions, Graphs displaying amount of Nickel in long-term tested cell, Cell-C [red circle] as compared to the reference cell, sister cell to Cell-C [blue diamond] at (b) inlet, (c) middle, and (d) outlet of the cell, with respect to the fuel flow direction (the double headed arrows indicate the error bar, i.e., the margin of error in analysis).

4 Conclusions

The aim of the study was to reveal the different degradation behavior of the cells operated under co-electrolysis conditions with modified electrodes for durability at potentiostatic mode of operation and compare the performances with the SoA cell. Two concepts were investigated, namely (i) oxygen electrode modification by infiltrating LSC solution into a CGO backbone, and (ii) structural optimization in terms of porosity and particle size distributions in the Ni:YSZ fuel electrode. The cell with the infiltrated oxygen electrode showed a worse initial performance, and a larger degradation rate as compared to SoA. The main part of the cell overpotential was related to the oxygen electrode. The degradation was, therefore, mainly due to degradation of this part of the cell. The microstructural analysis confirmed the results of electrochemical evaluation. The CGO backbone seems to be too coarse, and the LSC infiltrate not sufficiently well-dispersed to create the desired large active surface area.

The cell with optimized Ni:YSZ fuel electrode showed a superior initial performance and a small degradation rate, which can be related to a better fuel electrode microstructure. However, as the oxygen electrode (LSC-CGO) only contributed to a small extent to the overall cell resistance, the overpotential related to the fuel electrode was relatively large, which led to a predominant degradation of the fuel electrode. More specifically, Ni migration and loss of percolation led to an increase of both Rs and Rp under potentiostatic conditions. Furthermore, larger leak was observed in this cell and cracks in the electrolyte have probably also contributed to the increase of Rs over time. However, these degradation phenomena were still not detrimental as compared to the overall degradation of the SoA Cell-A.

Appendix-A

Bode plots for the tested cells under fingerprint, before and after long-term testing were analyzed. This helped in the identification of individual electrode processes. Furthermore, the extent of leak current was visualized in this manner. The plotted values are the difference between the 50% steam and 20% steam conditions, with air and oxygen. To help understand the figures better, the following points can serve as a guide:

(i) Fuel-1: difference between 50% steam and 20% steam conditions, with oxygen on oxygen electrode

(ii) Fuel-2: difference between 50% steam and 20% steam conditions, with air on oxygen electrode
(iii) Fuel-avg: average of Fuel-1 and Fuel-2
(iv) Oxygen-1: difference between 20% steam conditions on fuel electrode, under oxygen and air
(v) Oxygen-2: difference between 50% steam conditions on fuel electrode, under oxygen and air
(vi) Oxygen-avg: average of Oxygen-1 and Oxygen-2

In theory, the Fuel average should lie on top of/close to Fuel-1 and Fuel-2, and Oxygen average should lie close to Oxygen-1 and Oxygen-2. The distance between the average curve and the other two curves indicates the magnitude of leaks present in the cell test.

For Cell-A, in Figure 16 the magnitude of leak before the long-term test is low. After the long-term test, a significant deviation in the fuel electrode representation was found, which indicates that the leaks have increased, leading to a change in gas conversion and hence the interpretation of fuel electrode response is uncertain. The influence of the leaks on the oxygen electrode also increases after long-term testing, however, the individual and the average trends are similar. It clearly indicates the high degradation phenomenon experienced by the oxygen electrode. This confirms the observation from the DRT plots shown in Figure 7.

For Cell-B, leak present initially was higher than Cell-A as seen from Figure 17. However, the fuel and oxygen electrode responses can be easily distinguished. After the long-term test, there was a clear increase in the resistance for both oxygen and fuel electrode processes. Moreover, a shift in the summit frequency for the fuel electrode process was observed and this results in two different processes, one at a frequency of approximately 200 Hz relating to the increase in fuel electrode resistance [32], while the other at a frequency of 10 kHz remains unchanged in magnitude. The oxygen electrode response was observed at the same summit frequency while the magnitude increased, indicating towards a loss of active surface area [32]. The leak rate also increases since the difference between the two plots and the average has increased.

For the case of Cell-C, as seen from Figure 18, the magnitude of leak present before the long-term was significantly higher than the other two cells. However, fuel and oxygen electrode processes are distinguished easily. There was not a significant increase in leaks and the average response for fuel and oxygen remains equidistant from the plots. A significant shift in summit frequency was observed for the fuel electrode indicating to an increase in resistance. Oxygen electrode frequency remained similar and the magnitude of the resistance also remained unchanged.

Appendix-B

The raw counts for the line scans during EDS analysis are displayed in Figure 19. “Inner” denotes the layer next to the electrolyte, right in the active fuel electrode. “Outer” denotes the layer in the active fuel electrode close to the support. “Support” denotes the line scan taken in the fuel electrode support.
This was only performed for the Cell-C, and the reference cell, which is a sister cell to Cell-C and on which only initial characterization was done. The peak at 0.9 keV denotes the Ni content while for Y and Zr, the peaks are at 1.09 and 2.04 keV, respectively. Y and Zr peaks occur together. However, for the support the content differs and is clearly seen as a bend in the peak.

From the comparison, the inner Ni content seems to deplete in relative counts to that of the reference cell. This shows the depletion of Ni in the layer next to the electrolyte, which is indicated as Ni migration. These counts are used to plot the graphs in Figure 15, by taking a ratio between Ni and (Ni+YSZ) counts.
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